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The National Arts Club Young Members Committee is pleased to announce the opening of Liminal Rites, 
Aloyse Blair and Janelle Pietrzak’s first solo exhibition in New York City. Curated by Vaughn Massey, 
the exhibition is comprised of large, vivid color photographs taken throughout 2011. The body of work 
represents a collaboration between two women as well as two mediums: Performance Art and Photography.  
This exhibition draws its name from the anthropological term ‘liminal,’ coined by Arnold van Gennep in his 
1909 work Rites de Passage. ‘Liminal’ is an unstable threshold through which transformation occurs, shifting 
from one state to the next. ‘Liminal’ experiences can be transcendental, whether physical, psychological, or 
even existential. 
 
Aloyse and Janelle have been collaborating in photography for over 18 years. The series Liminal Rites reflects 
their decision to produce work as a single entity. Their site-specific performances play between dance and 
choreographed rituals.  The resulting photographs are similar to ‘frozen films,’ utilizing long exposures to 
compress time and space into single images. These photographs go beyond serving Janelle and Aloyse as 
documentation, but are the work itself. In Old Green Farm at Night 1, Aloyse and Janelle stand apart in a 
summer field, their figures glowing with the light of lanterns as they move toward each other to meet at the 
center. Their illuminated steps turn into abstracted blurs of motion. The moment of ‘liminality’ happens as 
they walk together. 
 
Aloyse and Janelle’s images hark back to the ritualized performance collaborations of Marina Abramovic 
and Ulay, the rituals of Ana Mendieta where Mendieta used her body as her medium, and the haunting self-
portrait photography of Francesca Woodman. Through the use of 30 second exposure times, Aloyse Blair 
and Janelle Pietrzak take their performance art a step further: they capture the threshold of transformation 
while performing their Liminal Rites. 

####

For further information please email youngmembers@thenationalartsclub.org.
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